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Abstract 
Pollen preservation and its use for pollination is widespread among breeders in the 

horticultural and ornamental sectors to produce new varieties and improve species tolerance to 

pests. However, it is less commonly applied in wild plant species conservation. Nevertheless, 

pollen storage at sub-zero (including liquid nitrogen, LN) temperatures can be a complementary 

method to seed banking to preserve genes of endangered species, including exceptional 

species, i.e., those with seeds that cannot be maintained under conventional bank conditions 

because they have desiccation sensitive seeds.  

 The objectives of this research were to study pollen tolerance to desiccation and sub-

zero temperatures to determine the reliability of pollen storage for the preservation of 

exceptional species. Each study required the development of biotechnology methods for pollen 

viability assessment as in vitro germination. In one experiment, pollen of the recalcitrant 

seeded genus Aesculus, as well as other common tree species was equilibrated at different 

relative humidities (RH) for varying times to do a comparative study on tree pollen longevity. 

Additionally, survival of LN exposure was measured. In a second experiment, germination of 

pollen of several cycad species stored dry at -20°C during several years were evaluated. Pollen 

of all the species tested was desiccation tolerant and maintained good viability after different 

periods of time preserved at sub-zero temperatures. 

 These results encourage the routine preservation of desiccation tolerant pollen at sub-

zero temperatures for biodiversity conservation. This approach can ensure preservation of high 

genetic diversity in a small space and can be applied beneficially to species with recalcitrant 

seeds and desiccation tolerant pollen, such as Quercus sp. Preserved pollen could be used to 

support the production of seeds of dioecious exceptional species with scattered populations or 

with asynchronous phenology, such as cycads, one of the most endangered plants. 
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